INTRODUCING THE LEAF JIMBARAN
The Place to Lift Your Sense in Style
May 2015… Set to launch in August 2015, The Leaf Jimbaran is a luxury villa compound with a personal touch
located in Jimbaran Bali unlike any other. It promises an unparalleled wellness experience, surrounded by
personal care, set to be the new trendsetting resort in Bali.
Here at The Leaf Jimbaran, the resort and its people care about you. Your healthy lifestyle is given a boost with a
myriad of options ‐ personal trainers, healthy food, specialised pillows, in‐villa fitness equipment and
rejuvenation activities to improve your health. A truly unique experience is provided with the utmost care of your
personal health.
The Villa’s breath taking design is opulent beyond words with its Balinese accent yet natural modern minimalist
style, cocooned in lush green gardens wrapped in majestic walls. Experience true privacy in the villa and slumber
in garden ambiance with its clear glass walls. The perfect hideaway in Bali, it features 40 villas, from one to three
bedrooms, and 10 Leaf Suites. All villas are en‐suite, with swimming pool and waterfall, veranda, and fully
equipped pantry. Uniquely named after herbs, Spearmint, Sage, Rosemary, the resort blends harmoniously with
its surrounding nature and environment.
Whether you want to create a dreamy escape from reality, celebrate a special event or just spend an exquisite
few days with family and loved ones, The Leaf Jimbaran will help to design the guests’ stay. The professional
staff will help to get the most out during the stay, suggesting some of the most exclusive and private
experiences we have to offer, such as Daily Guest HOW‐TO, F.I.T Kit fitness program, Relaxation and wellbeing
with yoga and meditation, Sweet Dreams program with 10 different choices of pillows, Rainy Days enjoyment,

Beach facility access and pool games equipment and activity, and bespoke tours. Bask in personalized service
such as butler, in‐house chef, baby sitters, trainer, in‐villa mini bar and Health Consultant.
The Leaf Jimbaran also offer some activities if you prefer to spend your day the villas. Indulge yourself in one of
our four exclusive treatment rooms at the Thyme Spa which features the products from Evidens De Beaute, the
first anti‐aging skin care line formulated for sensitive skin from Tokyo. Other spa products featured are Thalion
and ELT from Europe.
The fine dining venues Sattvic Restaurant serves healthy Asian Fusion menu, using fresh and nutritious
ingredients, created exclusively by Celebrity Chef Daniel Green, an advocate on healthy eating, as the Leaf
Jimbaran’s healthy Chef Consultant. While Cilantro Rooftop Bar and Lounge is the perfect spot to unwind and
chill out which serves the premium beverages, light snacks and healthy tapas.
Take the children to Bee Fun Kids Club. It is not only a place for your children to have fun with other children but
also a place to enjoy various educational activities and indoor playground. Located behind the Thyme Spa, Bee
Fun Kids Club also offers activities such as kite making, fruit painting as well as classes
for toddlers with a different theme daily from art, teamwork and simple games. The professional babysitters are
here to provide care and supervision for them.
The Leaf Jimbaran offers a unique venue to hold a wedding party. The three‐bedroom Rosemary villa with built
up pool floating stage, Sattvic restaurant and Cilantro Rooftop & Bar can be the options. They can accommodate
up to 100 guests. From sparkling drinks to veggie alternatives, everything you need for having a wedding in style
can be held at those three unique venues.
The Leaf Jimbaran promises a private luxury experience, with tastefully furnished and elegantly decorated villas
with a modern touch. The Leaf Jimbaran ensures enough privacy to embrace the sense of intimacy yet offers
plenty of interesting activities to enliven your days, no matter how long the stay.

Editor’s Note:
The Leaf Jimbaran, a luxury villa retreat, is a unique resort where its people care about you. Healthy lifestyle is given a boost
with a myriad of options ‐ personal trainers, healthy food, specialised pillows, in‐villa fitness equipment and rejuvenation
activities to improve health. A truly unique experience is provided with the utmost care of each guest’s personal health. The
villa concept is spearheaded by the Nirmala Hotel Management (NHM) group set in the green environment of Jimbaran Bay,
Bali.
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